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1. INTRODUCTION1

Thnu reporr Iivrtitcnten the' fenalliity of usiing Advanced toc&I. plane

atntyr cnislobd vwtl i~ot rolies is thermni im.-ging sysrems (or orbitin~g

oiges IThe infenril-t ipiintiire of a target will depend on A host n(

incercoupivi raccorrt i ti l ing (1) csr~ce propearties (remnpcLraure,

onrch lincktround temnperature), (1) carget orientation, location, and

dynamics with revspect (it the olisi':vet, And (0) .irmospheric conditions along

t le i Ilurdiir in And I A 0flerver lint Is. *rte determination of Absoluite

nur~nce temperatures of An unkinn target is cerrainly a difficult if lot.

infeasible liraalem witliout det~ailed ktinwledpge of All of these factors.

Here, we addr:srs rte -mmewlit: simpler problem of calculating the chAnge in

derected s~ignal olinerved or. A (tnction of reltive surface rtmiparatcure

difi((erences, or conversely, given A xenmor Anti its inherent

charncreriscirn, we nrtempt to dt-termine rte minimum decectable tempernture

difference measurable for A tarpget surface ot known chtaracteristics.



2. AN~ALYSIS

The base case considered is for it I meter ssjuiart planar taget With A

uniform aurface eminsivity of 0.85. The surface reflectivity in purely

diffuse, i.e., it has no specular component. Tito target has a temperature

of 220 K, and is located directly above the observer, otutside of thle

carth'i atmosphere. The observer Altide la 3 km. In nddLon, f our

cases similar to thin base caot (denoted cast "A), hut each with one

fundamental difference from ile hase case, werve conxide-re-di

(a) The target direct. in wax 90 (rom the observer zenith Angle,
resulting In a long slant path from the Observer to the
targt.

(C) The target iturface emissivity was 0.15 rather than 0.85,
changing the relative matgnitudom of tile target signature
components (thermAl emission and scattered rarthshine).

(D) The target base temperature was 290 K rather than 220 K.

Target signatures were calculated with thle Spectral S,:iencex T.Irgec IR

Signature (SSTIRS) code timing the 5 cm 1 LOWTRAN-5 option. Transmitted

spectral radiances for cases A-D 3re plotted in Fi&t.res 1-4, respectively.

In addition, the earrhshine scattering and thermal enission components of

the total signaitures Are also sIhowt its the fikures. [it case A, these

components are comparable In magnituide Above 5 lism, butt earthshine

scattering dominates the signature below 5 i'm. Atmospheric absorption by

1120, C02 , and 03 Are apparent In the spectrum. Thesec ahsorptions are

greaitly enhanced in case 9 (see Figure 2), wihere the observer line-of-sight

(LOS) travels along a long slant path to thle target. In case C, thle

surface reflectivity has beeun enhAnced At the expensIe Of thle embisivity,

and as a result, the Intensity of the reflectedi eArthshine dominates the

thermal emission (see Figure 3). By increasing the target temperature from

220 K to 290 X, thermal emission is- thle dominant feature of the target

signature (see Figure 4).

For the temperatures considered here (200-300 K), the ideal thermal

imaging system wotild have appreciable sensitivity in tile 8-10 jim region to

take advantage of thle atmospheric transmission witidow between tile 6.3 i'm
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I2n and 9.6 lom nAisI,' pi int IlInin, ani t lht fact Lust the peak of Lthe

Planrk functinn l i irar 1hin reglen AL the.ne lrmperarurea. The advantved

IrSL (net plane arrays currently under development are potential

etllludaLes f,)r X1801 A xtst ., In contrast to PtSi arrays, whoxe xjiectra.

re.linn e cr off at abolll' 6 iM, ;'hr thenretical re-ponnse of an IrSi array

extenda to almosc 12 Pim. To date, IrSI focal plane array@ have been built

with App: eciabil : sponse nlut itu 9 plm. The xslitcral rerponses o( rSi and

P'cS arrays are plnccd in lgiure 5.

Table I contains pr.',lietions of the current that would be measured by

thr advanced IrS[ array Of Figkirr 1 in three speecral band passes (assuming

a 1lat filter tr'ansmixrinn) in which there is significant atmosplheric

transmission. The predirtel current I is cAlculated by the equatloni

1 ." bof R(x) S(%) fix(I

X I

where bo is the solid angle viewed by a single pixel, R(X) is the target

radiance, and S(%) is Lhe derecrnr spectral response function. bo WaS

calculated Assuming an ima.e scale of 5.25 arcsecondx/mm (i.e., the image

scale of the AHOS 1.6 m telescope at the Casxegrain foctis), and an array

diagonal dimension of 20 mm. *The spectral band passes chosen, 3.0-4,.2,

4.5-5.5, and 8.0-9.5 ieta. inrrespon,. to the most useful hand passes for

thermal imagers hnsed nn PtSi arrays, current IrSi arrays, and advanced

IrSi Arrays, respectivelv. The response of the advanced IrSi array is

similar to that of the cuirrent IrSi array in the 4.5-5.5 pm region, and

similar to that of the PtSE array in the 3.0-4.2 pm region. The following

trends can be discerned from Talth- 1. For the four cases considered here,

the moat intense sig|nals are a.snocinted with case D, because its 290 K

temperature yields more thermal radiation. Though the target temperature

is only 220 K in case C, its signature is almost as bright as that of case

D due to itn lower surface emisrivity (c-0.15 for case C vs. 0.85 for the

other cases) and resulting higher earthshine reflections. The lowest

overall signal is associated with the long slant path case, case B.

Comparison of the current predictions for cases A and B show that of the

three band passes considered, the 8.0-9.5 pm hand pass is least affected by

atmospheric attenuation.

3-



The signature calculations for cases A I) were repeated at temperattires

1, 2, 5, and 10 degrees higher than the bane teomeratur* for each case.

Figure, 6-9 plot for cases A l), respectively, the increase in the current

measured by a single pixel of an advanced 1rSi arrny resulting from theme

temperature increases as calcttlAted by

at(%) - j(RX,T) - R(X, To)Is(%)bn (2)

where T is the target temperature, To is the base temperature for the case,

and the remaining variables have been defined previouxly. Figures 10-13

plot integrated in-band current as a function of temperature difference for

cases A-D, respectively.

In order for a thermAl imager to detect a temperature difference, the

measured current difference corresponding to the change must be greater

than detector current noise levels, and greater than the difference in dark

current between adjacent pixels. We have not. been able to determine what

current noise levels are, or bow well the dark current is controlled from

pixel to pixel, hut thte overall sum of these factors is likely Leys than

the magnitude of the dark current itself. The dark current is very

strongly dependent on the focal plane array (FPA) temperature. Dark

current density for three arrays is plot ed a a functinn of FPA

temperature in Figure 14. A pixel diameter of 25 im Ibon been asXtmed.

Figures 10-13 can be used to determine temperature sensitivity for any

minimum current level criteria. As an example, assume that A temperature

difference must induce a detected current chne at least as large an dark

current levels to be detectable. Then, for a P.Si array at 77 K, the dark

current density is about 8xlO " 1 5 A. Aasuming that the pixel resolution at

the target is lm 2 , we see in Figure 10 that a PLSi array could not detect a

temperature change of 10 K (6 is about 2xlO" 15 A in the 3.0-4.2 pm band

pass for a 100 change). In comparison, the dark current density for an

advanced IrSi array at 35 K is about the name as for the 77 K PtSi array,

and for the 8.0-9.5 pm band pass, the minimum detectable temperature change

is less than 20.

If imager data is digitized, sensor dynamic range can have significant

impact on temperature sensitivity. In this case, the minimum detectable

-4-



remperature differ~ence ran nln hC limited by the current nasociated vith

one digtal bit of dynamic ranRe. For example, for a sensor syxtem With 8

hits of dynamic rnnR., the ine-nse i1 signal for a given temperature

difference munt hr at eat nne part in 756 or the totAl detected signal.

When thermal eminsion dominates the target signature, the signal change for

a I degree temperature ilt:rease for the base temperatures considered here

ia on the order of a few per cent (rnmpart Tahle I nnd Figure 10 for case

A), and digitkLaction doer not sign(Lcantly limit temperature difference

discriminarion. In conCrAsL, the signature of A re(lertive surface such as

that of case C can he tlaminned by reflected earthshine, Anl though the

torni sigianture is hri?,lier than case A, a one degree temperature change is

overwhelmed by Ohe total signal (the current di((erence is less than one

part in a thousand of rite total signal) anti does not trigger a single hit

out of 8 regnrdless of dark current levels.



3. SUMMARY

-'o summarize, the dectrmina ion of nboolute targect temperattlrte Ln

difficult vithout detailed knowledge of Lnrgct surfact propertieg and the

viewin1 jsceiiario. Tht ability of a teenxope sysrPm t1o discern temptrature

ditferencen on a rartet would te greatly enhanced by the tAie of Advanced

IrSi focal plane array*, due to increased respotse of thexe materials in

the 5-9 1.m atmospheric window region. The minimxm detectahle temperature

difference in ultimately determined by the current noise And pixel-co-pixel

current variation of the Array, which in tLirn tis very strongly dependent on

the focal plane temperature. lnrk current densities vary by several orders

of magnitude for focal plane temperature differencex of only 10 degrees.

Therefore, the lover the focal plane temperAtuire can he held, the lower the

minimum detectable temperature difference. Wie hAve determined the measured

current predicted for several viewing icenarion and detector spectral

response functions, And have shown that temperature sensitivitLie on the

order of I degree are possible (or Advanced IrSt atrays. Sensor dynamic

range can affect temperatuire sensitivity when imWaes Are digitized.
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TABIX~ ): ME!kSJRED CUJRRENT PREDICTIONS WA

WIP1 rrA5, (i~u) TARGET
3.0 4.2 11.1 5.13 8.0 9.5 T(K) c LOCATION

2.65xIO'14  4.44~x10 14 2.93x10-1  22nl 0.85 X01110

3.29Xt(J " 1.65X,0-15 Afa58x1 220 0.85 slant

1.1.lxlO-'l 2.(OIxlO 13 9.08XI0- 13  220 0.15 zenith

1.21xl0 13 2.63xl10 11  l.01X30.12  290 0.85 zenith
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